


Corso Interior Architecture is an award winning multidisciplinary de-
sign practice based in Melbourne’s Inner North.

We are excited by architecture and even more excited by the interior 
environment, how it performs and how it looks and feels.

“ We view each project as a complex puzzle, each 
with its own story. We strive to enhance and create, 
and whilst form and function are key; we aim to effec-
tively convey an idea, without presenting the obvious 
solution.”

Corso Interior Architecture delivers spaces that work. We believe in ef-
 ciency and feel that good design is one which solves a problem. Our 
approach across all projects is consistent, we listen and understand 
your brief, collaborate with you, research, test and identify the best 
solution, a solution which responds to its social and urban context

WHO WE ARE







TUGAN NEUROLOGY





CAPALABA GP 
CLINIC





AUSTRALIAN 
SKIN CLINICS

Australian Skin Clinics is widely rec-
ognised as a leader in the cosmetic 
and aesthetic services industry, with 

treatments ranging from laser hair 
removal and rejuvenation, cosmetic 

injectables to microdermabrasion 
and skin peels. The  rst franchise was 

established in 2011 and the company 
continues to grow rapidly with stores 

opening across all states.

The sites are carefully planned to de-
liver maximum value through ef cient 

use of space and successful image 
identi cation. Each site contains a 
utility room, consultation rooms, a 

reception counter, retail and waiting 
areas. These are consistently planned 

to encourage positive interactions 
between staff and customers. 

Ample light, white walls and soft tex-
tures compliment the blue medical 
gowns which complete the brand’s 

image.





ESSENDON VET





NORTHERN SMILES 
DENTAL  CLINIC





CREATIVE 
CUBES CO.

The complex human brain is divided 
into two hemispheres. The left hemi-
sphere is analytical…methodical…

orderly…It’s honed for linear thinking 
and logic. The right hemisphere is 

visual…intuitive…imaginative…and 
primed for creative thinking. 

CreativeCubesCo in Cremorne 
meshes left and right hemispheres in 
its community-focused workspaces 
that offer an alternative to conven-

tional work environments. The venue 
inspires creative thinking in right brain 
thinkers, and grounds left brain think-
ers to turn entrepreneurial visions into 

realities. The business prides itself on 
fostering an uplifting culture, experi-
ence and environment - evidenced 

by the inclusion of the ‘happiness 
team’ - concierges that look after 

the day-to-day needs of entrepre-
neurs on site.

The result is a hub for small, medium 
and enterprise businesses that con-

verts a once sterile and conservative 
space into a thriving ecosystem built 

on business and bright and bold 
ideas…The design is a key element of 

that ecosystem.





LASER CLINIC





Rozzis is located on a corner site 
within the fashion capital, Chad-

stone Shopping Centre.

With a high volume of pedestrian 
traf c it was vital that the food 

display presented on the mall line.
Corso Interior Architecture creat-

ed a prominent back drop with 
the inclusion of the arc baf ed 
ceiling sculpture. The sculpture 
mimics the semi open kitchen 

screen & provides the focal point 
of the interior. The ceiling sculp-

ture assists with sound reverbera-
tion.

In conjunction with the arches, 
carefully selected textures were 

added through the use of tile 
layering, timber veneers, planting 

& patterned  oors.

The custom-made centred  com-
munal table is wrapped by ban-
quette seats to ensure all dining 

options are well positioned & that 
each and every location feels the 

same as one another.

ROZZIS





KX PILATES





Tasman Ugg specilalise in pro-
viding high quality Ugg boots to 

women, men and children.

The intent was to maximise prod-
uct demand and to provide gen-

erous storage areas for product 
turn over. The space planning of 

the kiosk was crucial, strategic 
positioned openings were imple-

mented to encourage an easy 
transition from the mall to the 

inside of the kiosk .

Natural timbers, corten minorb 
with inserts of blonde timber 

repeat throughout to provide a 
simple, yet lively palette that cre-

ate a backdrop to the product. 
The walls were kept low height to 
ensure site lines through the mall 

were retained. The addition of the 
central island joinery provides a 

sense of direction and helps cus-
tomers identify the point of sale 

counter.

The earthy tones, rich colours and 
textures complete an overall retail 

experience. 

TASMAN 
UGG





DISCOVER 
CHIROPRATIC





Freddie Wimpoles is located on 
the ground  oor of the iconic 

George Hotel, which was estab-
lished in 1857 and is an important 
part of St Kilda’s history. The bar is 
named after Frederick Wimpole, 

who purchased the hotel back in 
1873. 

Approval was sought from Heri-
tage Victoria to ensure the origi-

nal condition of the site was main-
tained, and carefully planned 

construction methods were 
applied to mitigate damage to 

the existing building fabric. 

The elongated bar wraps the 
dining space which is divided into 
smaller sections, offering intimate 

pockets for customers to sip 
cocktail’s with friends or enjoy a 
private dinner. The large central 

timber screen assists in separating 
the open space. 

The hunter lodge style venue is 
adorned using recycled and sal-
vaged materials, including a bar 
made from reclaimed doors and 
stair posts, as well as a wall lined 

with old beer cans.

.

FREDDIE 
WIMPOLES





Bad Shepherd Brewery provides a 
range of specialty craft beer and 
American style BBQ meat delica-

cies, located in the back streets 
of Cheltenham’s industrial zone, 

minutes from Southland Shopping 
centre. The microbrewery is man-

aged by award winning Dereck 
Hales, whilst his wife Diti Haniotis 

runs the restaurant.

The interior is divided into three 
core zones: the micro-brewery, 

kitchen/amenities and dining. The 
rear of the site is dominated by 

the large fermenters which create 
the backdrop to the open space. 

Delineated by the insertion of 
central bar, the dining room is 

large and lively with plenty of nat-
ural light and a variety of seating 

arrangements. 

The existing steel truss ceiling and 
brick walls are complimented by 

the recycled furniture and  t-
tings. The warehouse style brew-
ery features an expansive white 

tiled and timber-topped bar, 
reclaimed timber walls, scattered 
foliage and greenery. The scene 

is a home away from home which 
replicates the beer

and comfort food. 

BAD SHEPHERD 
BREWERY
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